Digital Energy
Utilities Communications
A complete portfolio for mission critical communications

DELIVERING FAST, RELIABLE AND SECURE COMMUNICATIONS SOLUTIONS, ENABLING HIGH AVAILABILITY FOR MISSION CRITICAL APPLICATIONS

OVERVIEW
Reliable Communication Enables Grid Intelligence

Whatever the scope and scale of your electrical power utility, the secure operation of your power system relies on the prompt and reliable exchange of information between electrical installations and decision platforms. Your facilities are generally spread over a wide area and may include various economic and technical feasibility contexts leading to a network implemented through multiple technologies.

GE’s Utilities Communications is a full-scope provider of operational telecom solutions and dedicated products for electrical power delivery systems. World-wide experience in large turn-key projects has given GE a utility-grade vision of mission-criticality and real-time performance, as well as an outstanding expertise in the migration of critical telecom network infrastructures. This vision, combining telecom technology, network architecture and operational performance, makes GE a reliable partner for providing power system communication networks.

CORE CAPABILITIES
• Prompt, reliable and secure communication solutions
• Turnkey integration of our solutions in multi-vendor and legacy networks
• Expert service migration and project execution
• Functional and detailed installation design for your entire telecom network

DIFFERENTIATING FEATURES
• An informed focus on the electrical grid to obtain the best of telecom networking technology without compromising operational integrity
• End-to-end solutions and services. We assess, advise and install telecom technologies
• Common management platform covering entire telecom infrastructure
• Over 50 years experience delivering turn-key, real time, mission critical operational telecom networks worldwide

Contact Us
ge.com/digital/sales-contact-me
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